and thereby save power in wireless transmissions across local The recent development of distributed smart camera networks wireless networks. Low-power is an important practical reallows for automated multiple view processing. Quick and quirement for the ubiquitous application of distributed cameasy calibration of uncalibrated multiple camera setups is im-era networks. However, much of the energy for short disportant for practical uses of such systems by non-experts and tance transmission of typical live video streams is dissipated in temporary setups. In this paper we discuss options for cali-in the DA converter of the transmitter, such that high bandbration, illustrated with a basic two-camera setup where each width video links should be avoided [3, 4]. Key to the applicamera is a smart camera mote with a highly parallel SIMD cation of any such systems in real-life situations remains the processor and an 8051 microcontroller. In order to accom-calibration or self-calibration of the multiple camera setups.
INTRODUCTION
self-calibration is not practical or feasible, a simple point-
by-point recording of correspondences in mapping Euclidean
The cost of cameras and wireless networking is coming down space locations to associated projective grid locations (locato a level where ubiquitous use of cameras as sensors in an tions within the camera views) still allows for an approximate ambient intelligence context is economically feasible. In prin-inverse mapping from projective grid locations back to physiciple this allows for many applications in surveillance and cal locations in Euclidean space. This can be good enough for smart environments [1, 2] . Unfortunately, the image process-many applications in home entertainment and smart environing needed behind the cameras to make good use of the result-ments, and it is the approach taken in this paper. Simple lowing multiple overlapping camera views has until now lagged cost LEDs can be applied as calibration points. A related apfar behind, both in terms of required computing resources proach has also been developed by Svoboda [6] . The possibil-far~~~~~~~~~~~~~i ofhd usin bliki teim hts such aspun LEDetsslfloclieeam (high GOPS and low power for real-time use) and in terms ity of using blinking lights such as LEDs to self-localize camof proven robust algorithms for extracting meaningful infor-eras has been investigated by Taylor and Shirmohammadi [7] . mation about the physical 3D reality being monitoredfor Note that the above inverse mapping as derived from point-toinstance to allow for quickly detecting life-threatening events point correspondences allows for an explicit 3D localization that require a cascade of follow-up actions. of points that is usually avoided in multiple view interpolation In recent years, highly parallel SIMD-based (Single In-(view rendering) based on the implicit effects of 3D space [8] . struction Multiple Data) processor architectures have been Yet an explicit 3D localization is often needed for high-level shown to allow for low-power high performance pixel pro-scene interpretation relating to objects and events in the physcessing units that offer a power-efficiency that lies many or-ical world [9] . ders of magnitude beyond that of a typical high-end PC, and at
The main requirements for good results are that the a small form factor [3] . In combination with a camera sensor, recorded points span the areas of overlap in camera views, these smart camera motes do most image processing close to and that the number of points is at least as large as the numthe image sensor in order to save communication bandwidth ber of unknown parameters in the inverse mapping model.
Many mathematical mapping models can offer adequate inin many cases the various non-idealities of the camera netterpolation accuracy and numerical stability, but extrapolation work are not even known in advance, especially if camera tends to be much more risky. Spanning the areas of overlap in network components from multiple vendors are applied and the viewing space of the cameras avoids the need for model swapped in realistic ubiquitous ambient intelligence scenarextrapolation. For numerically stable outcomes it is usually ios. Therefore, we will instead use general approximation also advisable to have at least a few times more measurements techniques that avoid the need for application-specific mathethan unknowns to solve for, in a trade-off with measurement matical analyses while allowing for arbitrary (lens) distortion, effort. Consequently, it is important to limit the number of un-perspective mapping effects and even transforms for which no knowns by using inverse mapping models with relatively few closed-form analytic inverse exists. Artificial neural networks parameters. We applied artificial neural networks to obtain with training through optimization form one general class of mapping models, based on the earlier work of Meijer [10] . approximation techniques that have been found to work in a A related approach using neural networks for camera calibrawide variety of applications, and we decided to apply these tion on standard PCs was proposed by Mendonca et al. [11] , here for calibration purposes in obtaining an inverse nonlinear although at risk of overfitting they seem to have used more mapping from projective grid space back to Euclidean space. unknowns than measurements.
A related neural network based camera calibration approach Calibration based on basic point-by-point correspondences was also pioneered by Mendon a et al. [ 1] . forms the basis for a more general dynamic 3D location To represent the inverse mapping, we used standard multracking of multiple feature points for multiple objects in a tilayer perception networks. It has been proven that these view, which further requires robust treatment of partial ocfeedforward neural networks can arbitrarily closely approxclusion situations, disambiguation of matching feature points imate any nonlinear multivariate function, although in pracand other view analysis issues that lie beyond the scope of tice one seeks a trade-off with model complexity and numerthe current paper. This paper will only illustrate the methods ical robustness for a still modest number of measurements. by means of a basic 2D to 2D mapping with two cameras, This class of networks is a special case of the generalized dybut the very same methods and tools are readily applicable in namic neural networks developed by Meijer for behavioural 3D with two or more cameras, mapping horizontal and vermodelling in the time and frequency domain, and the current tical pixel positions of all cameras to points in 3D Euclidean static mapping was obtained using the same software [10] . space. Using more than two cameras will generally also lead In the future, our more general class of dynamic neural netto more robust and accurate mapping models, allow for grace-works can be applied to spatio-temporal calibration, to autoful degradation in case of component failure (such as a bromatically account for network latencies in a distributed smart ken camera), and can be applied to deal with occlusion effects camera network, to compensate for imperfect timing calibrawhere not all cameras see the calibration points.
tion among the cameras in such the network, to compensate for intrinsic camera capture time shifts as with CMOS rolling 2. METHODS shutter cameras, and to model and track time dependent behaviour of physical objects and view signatures observed in A 1-point calibration object in the form an a blinking infrared (i.e., extracted from) the camera views.
LED is used and positioned at a number of measurement lo-For 2D localization in Euclidean space based on an epipocations. The measurement locations in Euclidean space are lar plane using two cameras, one has to relate the horizontal more or less uniformly spread out over the entire shared cam-pixel position in each of the two camera views to the correera view. This is to avoid extrapolation while ensuring a more sponding two Euclidean coordinate values. A neural network or less uniform accuracy in the inverse mapping that will be with two inputs and two outputs can accommodate this, and based on these measurement points. The measurement points using a 3-layer network with a small number of nonlinear neuneed not be equidistant nor lie on a grid, because their spatial rons in the middle "hidden" (i.e., non-input, non-output) layer distribution only serves to control the accuracy of the inverse allows for modelling nonlinear dependencies that may include mapping over the region of interest by weakly anchoring the nonlinear interaction terms. A 4-layer network with two hidmapping to the measurement points, for instance through a den layers may be considered in case of more complicated minimized error in a least squares sense. Automatic back-"nested" mapping dependencies, but this is typically a second ground subtraction is performed in real-time by the Xetal choice, to be applied only if 3-layer networks of modest size SIMD processor, along with determination of the locations do not suffice (at the expense of efficiency and hence pracof the measurement points. The 8051 microcontroller host tical value, 3-layer networks always suffice if an arbitrarily handles the low-bandwidth communication in the camera net-large number of neurons in the hidden layer is allowed, while work and performs inverse model evaluation and result I/O. neural networks with more than 4 layers are rarely needed).
In general one can only mathematically invert projective
Our neural network based modelling software can automappings under many idealizing assumptions, to avoid that matically generate simulation models in a variety of programthe mathematical analyses become intractable. Moreover, ming and simulation languages, and in this application we used the automatically generated C code mapping models on connected to the network inputs x(O) the smart camera motes for a "live" mapping of projective grid space back to Euclidean space. For this purpose, the C A eras, as needed for actual evaluation of the neural network ' . .
. .~~~~~~~~w hich saaoost aigadmynuo ae mapping functions on the distributed smart camera network (0) in operation. This has been tested to work correctly on the with enforced neuron j outputs Yj,o _j , or in vector notaphysical setup, and the artificial neural networks thus form tion yo =(°). All timing parameters Vijk and vij,o are also the "brains" of the smart cameras in mapping projective grid kept at zero for the static modelling purposes in this paper. space back to Euclidean space.
Finally, to allow for arbitrary network output ranges in case of bounded functions F(ik), a linear scaling transformation is added to the output stage 2.1. Neural Network Equations 1(K) _ayiK + / (4)
The neural networks used in this paper are defined in this sec-yielding a network output vector X(K).
tion. A detailed motivation for the various specific choices can be found in [10] . Any time-dependent terms used for The above function ¶(ik) is for neuron i in layer k apmodelling timing effects through differential equations will plied to the weighted sum Sik of neuron outputs Yj,k-1 in the be discarded for the static calibration modelling purposes of preceding layer k -1. The optional transition parameter 6ik this paper (but are applicable to the more general case of may be used to set an appropriate scale of change in qualitaspatio-temporal calibration). As a result, the neural networks tive transitions in function behaviour, as is common to semireduce to conventional multilayer perceptron networks. Lay-conductor device modelling, but for the current application a ers are counted starting with the input layer as layer 0, such 6ik-independent classic logistic function suffices, that a network with output layer K involves a total of K + 1 layers. Layer k by definition contains Nk neurons. A vector ( 5 ( s i k ) -) notation with bold font is used to denote information on all 1 + e Sik neurons in a particular layer. A neural network has a vector Again referring to [10] , it can be shown that the above of inputs x(°) and a vector of outputs X(K). T2 ik dt2 + T1,ik dt + Yik = F(ik) (sik,5ik) (1)
EXPERIMENTS
where ¶(ik) is a (generally nonlinear) function having an op-In this section we present some experiments on our smart tional transition parameter ik. The timing parameters Tl,ik camera set-up, with an emphasis on some of the unique feaand T2,ik will be kept at zero for the static modelling pur-tures of the SIMD architecture. As already indicated, the LED poses in this paper. The weighted sum Sik of results from the is detected using a simple background model of the form preceding layer is further defined as Bt (x, y) = aFt (x, y) + (I1-a)Bt_-I (x, y)' Each camera has to locate the infrared LED in the projective space. The SIMD processor computes for each frame the row and column where the LED is detected (see listing 2). Note that by setting the threshold T (listing 2 line 5) very high, e.g. at 80, and using the high infrared sensitivity of the optical sensor, it is possible to assume the LED as the only y "non-background" object in the scene.
As a further precaution, a noise reduction filter is applied Blinking A to remove for example spurious reflections present in front of A I-LED the cameras. This filter is a 5 x 5 filter, applied to a binary image. It simply counts the number of bright pixels detected in the 5 x 5 neighbourhood of the current pixel. If this number x is not high enough, we heuristically consider this to be noise -\ --in the scene or internal to the sensor (for example due to a low luminosity), and we remove the current pixel from the set of changing pixels detected.
In our case we exploit the high parallellism of the SIMD --48l processor in first detecting the line showing the LED, and we further use the Global Controller (internal to the SIMD processor) to compute the pixel column. The Global Controller Camera 2 Camera 1 can only take into account the value of one pixel, which is ll why we have to left-shift the detected line in order to analyze the right neighbouring pixel (see listing 2, lines 12 and 13). The advantage is that we need to perform the column detec- and the aim of the neural network modelling is therefore to approximate the (also unknown, but assumedly existing) inverse vector function F-1, Fig. 3 Various neural network topologies were tried, for instance Fig. 4 . Measured projective grid locations (i1m, i2m) (inteincluding networks that had two hidden layers between the ger positions) in the two VGA camera views, obtained with a two outputs and two outputs, using a 2-2-2-2 network topolrectangular Euclidean measurement grid. ogy, but good accuracy was often quickly obtained using neural networks with only 3 neurons in a single hidden layer and 2 neurons in the output layer, that is, using a 2-3-2 network topology for a 5-neuron model as shown in Fig. 5 , and using the standard logistic function for the neuron nonlinearity. Best models were selected afterward. Only one of the suc-3D plots of the neural mapping functions are shown in the cessful 5-neuron models is further discussed in this paper, for Appendix, Figs. 6 (first output ±m) and 7 (second output Pin), illustration purposes.
along with the automatically generated C code in listing 3, The big dots in Fig. 3 show how the selected 5-neuron where minor formatting changes were applied for use in this network maps the measured projective grid points back to paper.
Euclidean space. The maximum model error for the reconstructed (mY,Pin) over the entire projective grid (vim, 2m) was 1.35%. This was considered comparable to the manual With these satisfactory results, we compiled the automatpositioning errors in moving the blinking infrared LED over ically generated standard C code model functions for use on the Euclidean grid. Note that although a regular grid in Eu-the 8051. The setup supports the Zigbee protocol to commuclidean space was here used for convenience and for illustra-nicate i1m and i2m for live function evaluation on one of the tion purposes, this is not a requirement for the applied methsmart cameras, as needed to display the calculated Euclidean ods. locations (±m,YQm) on a remote PC. dynamic neural network formalism, of performing a general spatio-temporal calibration that accounts for a wide variety of timing effects.
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